Open tibial inlay versus arthroscopic transtibial posterior cruciate ligament reconstructions.
The optimal method of posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) reconstruction is not known. The purpose was to evaluate the biomechanical and clinical literature comparing open tibial inlay and arthroscopic transtibial PCL reconstructions and determine which method of reconstruction is superior. A systematic review of the literature was performed on PubMed. Biomechanical and clinical studies comparing the outcomes of open tibial inlay and arthroscopic transtibial PCL reconstructions were selected and reviewed. Biomechanical studies evaluating posterior stability found no difference or increased stability with open inlay reconstruction. Graft degradation at the killer turn after arthroscopic transtibial reconstruction was described in some of the biomechanical studies. Biomechanical studies found no significant difference in graft forces after cyclic loading between the 2 groups. Biomechanical studies were influenced by methodologic limitations of graft fixation, power analysis, graft tensioning protocol, and magnitude of load applied for cyclic loading. Clinical studies with some methodologic limitations found no significant difference in maintaining posterior stability between the 2 reconstruction groups at short-term follow-up. The advantage of open inlay or arthroscopic transtibial PCL reconstruction techniques remains uncertain in the setting of conflicting biomechanical studies, with notable limitations in clinical studies. The arthroscopic tibial inlay technique may provide benefits of both open inlay and transtibial reconstruction techniques and comparable stability to the conventional PCL reconstruction methods according to several biomechanical studies. Level IV, systematic review.